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The meeting was called to order at 3.05 p.m.

AGBNM ITEM 858 EXTERNAL DEBT  CRISIS AND DEVELOPMENTr REPORT  OF THE
BECRRTARY-GENRRAL  (continued) (A/42/157, 354, 357, 359, 410, 411, 477, 523, 562,
604~ A/C.2/42/L.9)

1. Mr. OHLIN (Assistant Secretary-General for Development Research and Policy
Analysir)  paid a tribute to the seriousness and spirit of understanding that had
characterised the general debate on item 85, adding that the statements of various
delegations had provided the Secretariat with valuable precedents, particularly
regarding the efforts of different countries to deal with the problem of
indebtedness. There were still differences of opinion between the Member States on
that more. Thus, while some took the view that, generally speaking, the situation
was moving in the right direction , others were convinced that it was deteriorating
and that the crisis could not be overcome unless radical measures were adopted.

2. There was, however, a merked  contrast between the recently concluded general
debate and previous discussions on the subject. While, in the past, divergences
had predominated, today there was a new convergence of opinions among the Member
Sta te s . For example, the Organization’s  suitability as CE forum for considering the
subject was no longer called into question1 the harmful effects of the prevailing
situation were recognized, as was the need to deal with it on the basis of shared
rerponsibility  and with a more realistic perspective. Also, the complexity of the
imoue  was recognised and there was agreement on the need to acknowledge that it was
inextricdbly  linked with the other aspects of international trade and finance,
including the phenomena of instability and of depressed commodity prices. All
Member States were amenable to the initiatives for taking special action on behalf
of the low-income debtor countries and, in particular, the countries of sub-Saharan
Africa.

3. The general debate had been characterised by a propensity to omit one
important fact2 that indebtedness was not an intrinsically negative phenomenon.
Governments and other bodies had not incurred debts in order to hang millstones
round their necks, and if the pressure of the debt problem had to be “relieved”, it
was because favourable conditions for contracting new debts had to be created or,
in other words, so that the international financial markets could do their job,
i.e. facilitate trade and development.

4. It was not for the Secretariat to tell the Committee what its next step should
be. It would be risky to go much further than the DNCTAD  agreements or those
reflected in the communiqu& approved in Washington. Also, the special character
of the United Nations as a forum for considering that type of question should be
borne in mind. Even though the Organization  was not in a posi,tion  to propose
specific guidelines to the Committee, if some delegations were interested in
Secretariat  participation in the work of shaping the new agreements between Member
States on the subject of indebtedness, the Secretariat would be fully at their
disposal.

/ . . .
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5. The CHAIRMAN said th. 61 delegations had taken part in the general debate on
item 85, which reflected Member States’ interest in the subject and its enormous
importance. All delegations had joined in referring to the debt problem a8 a
serious threat to the world economy.

6. Indebtedness, which had beoome a serious political problem of global
dimensions, was an unsustainable burden for the developing countries, in particular
for the least developed countries, and jeopardixed their economic and social
security. Several delegations had stated that an increasing number of experts was
convinced that repayment was impossible. Various delegations had expressed the
belief that the chief cauetr  of the dangerous prevailing sityation was the flaws in
the present system of international economic relations and that, consequently it
had to be dealt with on the basis of a new approach whereby the vicious circle of
indebtedness - which hampered development - could be broken.

7. Most speakers had made specific proposals on how to reach that goal. For
example, it had been proposed that debt payments made by the developinq countries
should not exceed a given percentage of their export earnings. It had also been
proposed that creditor countries abarrdon their protectionist policies. Those and
other proposals should be thoroughly and carefully ecrutinizedr their main
conclusion was that the debt problem required a political solution founded on
recognition of the principle of responsibility shared between debtors and
creditors, which had to be compatible with economic growth. Some speakers had
stressed that the proposals set forth in the declarations recently approved by the
Movement of Non-Aligned Countries and the Group of 77 were in line 41th that
approach.

8. While supporting the idea of convening a conference on the external debt of
the African countries, several delegations had emphaeixed that a world conference
should also be convened under United Nations auspices to consider international
monetary and financial relations in all their aspects.

9. Many speakers had reaffirmed their support for General Assembly resolution
41/202, as it represented a step forward in the search for a just solution to the
debt problem without prejudice to existing international institutions. More
headway should be made, on the basis of the proposals put forward during the
general debate on the basic debt for the purpose of forging ahead with the task of
solving the debt problem, which many representatives saw as the chief obstacle to
the development of interna>ional  economic relations.

AGENDA ITEM 86: SPECIAL PROGRAMMES  OF RCGNOMIC  ASSISTANCE: REPORTS OF THE
SECRETARY-GENERAL (A/42/354, 359, 381, 411, 422 and Add.1, 442, 553)

10. MK. REED (Under-Secretary-General for Political and General Assembly Affairs
and Secretariat Services) said that the most recent eventt rn Lebenon,  end in
particular the recurrent hostilities , continued to have an impact on the ability of
the United Nations system to render assistance to that country. For example, the
evacuation of international staff from Lebanon had obliged the United Nations to
focus on itu emergency relief programmes rather than on reconstruction and
development.

/ . . .
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11. The United Nations system contiilued to provide resources and assistance to
Lebanon. The commendable efforts made bore no relation to the magnitude of the
Lebanese people’ s needs, however , especially because the economic: situation had
deteriorated even further since the publication of the Secretary-General’s report
(A/42/553) and, to quote from President Gemsyells  otatement to the General
Aeaelehly,  because “For the first time Lebanon ia haunted by the spectre of famine.”

12. In view of that situation, the Secretary~-General  had decided to send an
Inter-Agency Mission to Lebanon to asaeas the immediate emergency relief needs
there, particularly among the groups that had been moat affected. The Mission,
rhich hnd stayed in Lebanon from 5 to PO October, had held meetings with the
highest authorities of the Government, the Speaker of Parliament and
representatives of dcnor  countries , aa well aa n9n-governmental organisations.

13. The Mis~ic,~~s essential findings reinforced  the Secretary-General’s aaeeeement
that Lebancn’s  economy was in a critical state. Civil war and social strife had
dramatically changed life in Lebanon, deatabilizing  its econon and badly affecting
its prospects Cor growth and development.

14. The Mise!.on  had also concluded that the moat  urgent needde for emergency
aeeiatance in Lebanon were in the agricultural and food sector! over the following
few daya a WFP/FA0  follow-up mission would therefore be sent to Lebanon. The
healt ‘ituatiorr  i,r Lebanon had also been found to be In a state of radical
decli. Since 1974, the number of hospital beds had diminished by SO per cent,
and it was feared that, if Lebanon did not obtain external help, a substantial part
of the population would eocn be without any health services. The Mission had
determined that Lebanon also required urgent aesietance in the housing and
ctducation eectnre. The destruction of thousands of houses throughout Lebanon had
resulted in the displacement of thousands of families, while the collapse of the
educational systeln  threatened the future of an entire generation.

15. Over the following few mont.he , the United Nations system would focus its
attention on those four sectors, and in addition review how it could ensure that
the assistance provided reached the people who needed it most. In that respect,
consideration would be given to the level of United Natione representation in
Lebanon,  as well as the introduction of improved methods of co-ordination.

16. The information gathered by the Inter-Agency Mission had clearly revealed that
the people of Lebanon were in need of additional help. The Secretary-General was
reviewing the magnitude of resources which would be required to meet those needs
over the following few months and it was planned that detailed recommendations
would be made to the donor communjty  in the near future. The Secretary-General was
committed to doing everything possible to obtain the resource8 needed by the people
of Cebanon. It was clear that t;.e emergency relief needs of Lebanon went far
beyp>nd  the currently available resources of the United Nations system and that it
would 5s difficult for Lebanon to traverse that critical phase of its history
without the sympathy and solidarity of the international community.

/ . . .
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17. MK(Under-*. FARAR Sacr:etary-General  for Special Political Queecions,  Regional
Co-operation, Decolonialixation and Truateeahip)  said that the report of the
Secretary-General on spec,lal  assistance to fron,+-line States and other bordering
States described the action taken to date by the international community and by the
United Nation8 eystern t.c assist those States with regard to colB:Cngency  plans and
the strengthening of tbcc,ir economic capacitf  1~.

18. Since the a3,ptlon  of General Assembly reeolution 41/199, the
Secretary-General had d;acueeed those mattare  either directly or through his
representative8 with Prctnident  Kaunda of Zambia (in hia capacity as Chairman of the
front-line States and oE the Organisation of African Unity), President Masire cf
Botswana (in his capacity as Chairman of the Southern African Development
Co-ordination Conferenoe (SADCC)) and the Executive Secretary of SADCC. At all
those meetings, the Seccetary-General had noted that, in overeeeiwt  the
implementation of Genersl Assembly resolution 41/199, he had been guided by two
basic principles; first, the United Nations must act in full consultation and
co-operation with the countries of the req an , and any action taken by the United
Nations should be in response to specific requests for assistance from those
Statea; second, the Secretary-General woprld work in close consultation with all the
United Natjons entities concerned to facilitate a coherent and co-ocdinated
response by the United Nation6 system.

19. With respect to co-ordination within the United Nations system, the
Secretary-General had taken the necessary steps to facil.itate  technical or
emergercy  assistance, should It be requested by any of the States concerned.

20. As a first step, the Secretary-General harl  deeignatr,d  the Department for
Special Political Questions as a focal. point at United Nations Headquartcre for
matters relating to that question. An inter-agency consultative group had been set
up consistLng of representatives of those entities most directly involved - UNDP,
iiiu'iCE;F, SP and DIKC  -- with the regular participation of UNDRO, UNHCR, FAO, WHO,
IL0 and the World Bank. Several missions had already been undertaken to the
capital? of front-llne States, at the request of the Secretary-General, to consult
with the Governments on their contingency needs and priorities.

21. At a meeting held in Botswana in February 1987, senior representatives of the
United Nations system, including the reteident  co-ordlnators from the front-line
Stateu, had identified the sectors where international assistance n.!ght be required
if economic measures we19 taken against those States by South Africal they were
essentially the areas of transportation , trade, health, nutcition and education,
the establishment of emergency reserves for strategic  commodities (such as food and
fuel) aeeietance  in resettling repatriated migrant workers and assistance to
refugees.

22. With regard to connultatione with the countriea of the region, it was obvious
that the critical economic situation facing front-line States and other States
bordering South Africa was very much due to the historical pattern of economic
development which made the economies of those States dependent on South Africa!?
goods  and services and exposed them to the vagaries of South African politics. The
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bOat way of rescuing them from that situation wan through a concerSed and
co-ordinated plan of economic and social development which would open up
alternative routes, increase inter-State trade and ?Itilize  their resources to the
maximum.

23. In addition, the front-line States suffered the same problems as many other
developing countries in Africa , eepecially those which belonged to the cateqory of
least developed co ,ntries  like Botswana , Leaotho, Malawi and the United Republic of
Tanrania  (Zambia and Mozambique had alao requested inclusion in that category).
Same of them had only recently amerged  from the drought-related crisis, which had
reached catastrophic proportions in 1984-1985, Others, like Botswana and
Mozambique, et,ill continued to face aerioue problema am a result of prolonqnd or
re-emerging drought conditions. tioweve r , it wan South Africale  policy of spsrtheid
and its strategy  of political and economic destabiliration  and armed attacks
against the territorial integrity of the Front-line States which lay at the root of
the increasing economic and political criaea in aouthern Africa.

24. To improve their position, the countrlea  of the reqion had, in 1980,
established SALXX,  with a view to the development, in particular,  of vital sectors
such  as transport and communications. agriculture, industry and mining. Two of
those States needed to be singled out for special attentions Mozambique and Angola.

25. In Mozambique, acts of deatabflization  had caused damage to the economy to the
tune of $5 billion, according ,JO government estimatea. Aa a result of the
emergency, tha Secretary-General had issued a special appeal earlier in the Year
for hu,llanit.arian  assistance. At a donors’ conference, held at Geneva in
March 1987, $209 million had been pledged, out c$ total assistance requirements of
$255 million. By October, pledges had risen to $2-1; million. According to the
latest government eetimatee, 3.21 million djsplaced persons needed emergency food
aid. Donor response to the country’s food needs for 1987-1388 (75,000 tons) had
been positive. However, in the sectors of transport, health, water supply and
agricultural inputs, that assistance hcd fallen far short of requirements.

26. In Angola, serious emergency conditions , which,, according to the Government,
were linked to the continued drought and the externally-aupported policy of
destabillzation, were affecting meat of the territory. For the remainder  of the
1987-W crop year, 690,000 displaced persona and more than 1 million destitute
inhabitants would be in need of food aid.

27. On 7 October 1987, the Government of Angola hrd appealed to the
Secretary-General for his support in alerting the international community to the
situation in his country, mobilfzing  the necessary resources to meet the emergency
and reinforcing co-ordination mechanisms. The Secretary-General had already begun
consultations with the pertinent agencies and organizations  of the United Nations
in order to provide an effective response.

28. From such examples, it was clear that the situation in southern Africa was
particularly serious and complex. The countries of the region needed to make their

/ . . .
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economies less vulnerable to external pressures and to reinforce co-oprration
between them. Their dependence on South Africa extended to all key sectors of the
economies, but especially to the transport sector , particularly in land-locked
Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Swaziland, Zambia and Zimbabwe. Zimbabwe’s vital link
to the Port of Beira and Malawi’s through the Port of Nacala remained open becau8e
of extra military protection provided by contingents from friendly neighbouring
countries.

29. Mr. LOUP (United Nations Development Programme) said that, in his progresm
report (A/42/234), the Secretary-General had decidnd  that the special economic
assistance programmes would become the responsibility of UNDP. Already in 1986,
the Secretary-General had reguested DNDP  to assist  nine sub-Saharan countriesr
currently 18 countries in three different regions of the developing world were
receiving assistance. Accordingly, the report submitted in document A/42/442 had
been prepared by UNDP, based on information provided by Governments  of the
countries concerned through the Resident Co-ordinator of the United Nations
system’s operational activities for development , who was also t,he Resident
Representative of UNDP, as well as on data available in the UNDP regional bureaux.

30. The purpose of the special programmes of assistance, implemented under General
Assembly and Economic and Social Council resolutionn , was to help countrie8  in
dealing with special circumstances which had a serious negative impact on their
development efforts: some programmes were directed towards reconstruction after
natural or man-made disastersl  others were designed to help overcome the obstacles
to development posed by weak infrastructure - r,hysical,  institutional, technical
and administrative. rt number of countries for which such programmes had been
initiated were coping with all the problems attendant on their situation as small
island or land-locked countrieri. Generally, their economies were characterised by
fragility and a high degree of vulnerability to external, and especially global
economic, conditions. In adopting the resolutions, the General Assembly had called
upon the international community, and the specialized  agencies and other
organizations  of the United Nations system, to provide support to those countries,
and to the Secretary-General in his efforts to mobilise resources to implement the
special  programme of economic assistance and to enable the Governments concerned to
articulate their priority needs.

31. Basnd  on established social and economic criteria, the General Assembly had
classified many of thone countrdea  as least developed countrieo  (LDCs).  Of the
18 countries covered in the report, 14 had been classified as LDCs.  A algnlficant
number of those countries were i:.lplementing  a round-table process, as a follow-UP
mechanism of the Substantial Ne# Programme of Action for the 1990s  for the Lea8t
Developed Coun’  ties (SNPA) , and had integrated the special programme of economic
assistance inLo the round-table process so as to mobilize  and co-ordinate donor
support.

32. The round-table process provided a particularly appropriate framework in wnich
the status and future needs af those countries could be assessed, since their
current economic situation was the focal point of consultations with donors. That

/ . . .
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process provided the Governments of the least developed countries with a mechanism
to organize  a continuing series of consultations with donors in order to mobilize
aupport for their national development strategies. Background documentation was
prepared that identified constraints to development through the macro-economic
analysis of the countries’ economic situations. Sectoral  and special programme
consultations that ensued as follow-up to the Round-table Conference generated
analyses of specific key issues an3 thereby suggested directions 1 lr subsequent
development  act ivitiee. The round-table meetings provided Governments with a means
of presenting their recent initiatives to donors in order to encourage a mutual
conmiitment  to implementing new strategies. They also gave donors an opportunity to
determine whether their aid modalities and total financial commitments were
conducive to bringing about the desired development objectives. The lead
institution in the round-table proceos was UNDP.

33. In order to improve the effectiveness of the rourlrl-table process, in 1984,
UNDP had carried out an extensive review of its experience with that process in
consultation with recipients, donors, and organizationa and agencies of the united
Nat icns development system. The conclusions had led to an improved format which
had been welccmed at the mid-term global review of the Substantial New Programme of
Action for the 1980s for the Least Developed Countries and which had also received
the endorsement of the UNDP Governing Council, the African Ministers of Planning
and the high-level meeting of the Development Assistance Committee.

34. Since its formal adoption in 1985, the improved round-table format has
obtained highly encouraging results with respect to the economic programmes for
Chad, Togo, Cape Verde, the Central African Republic and the Niger. In Ada, five
LDCs had held their second-generation round tables, which had also yielded very
favourable results. Moreover, during the past three years, follow-up conPultation
meetings had been organized on themes such as non-governmental organizations,
budgetary support or sectoral  requirements, inter alia, transport, fisheries, rural
development, desertif  Lcation, health, water and sanitation.

35. Mr. MABROUD  (Lebanon:)  said that the dramatic situation which Lebanon had
experienced for the past 13 years had suddenly taken a turn for the worse. A grave
new econanic dimension had compounded it. The sharp and acceleraLcd  drop in the
nat icnal currency - from 6.5 to over 400 Lebanese pounds per United States dollar -
had had consequences in Lebanon that were unlike those in any other country.

36. In the past, Lebanon, although it had no natural resources and imported over
75 per cent of the products it needed, had prospered thanks to the will and
initiative of its people. But currently, after 13 years of successive waves of
violence that had left tens of thousands of people dead, and hundreds of thousands,
displaced or disabled, the upsurge in import costs, caused by the depreciation of
the Lebanese pound, had led to spiralling inflation. As a result, real national
per capita income,,had  dropped from $1,230 in 1982 to below $100 in 1987, while the
cost of living index had risen by an estimated 1,500 per cent. That had led to
drastic changes in the everyday life of the Lebanese. A large majority of the
population had lately fallen below the poverty level and could no longer sustain
their basic food, health and housing needs.
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37. Lebanon had not been in such a situation since the dark days of the First
World War when thousands of Lebanese had died from hunger and natural disasters.
It was unable to generate a gross domestic product sufficient to provide Primary
services such as health care, food, relief for displaced families and maintenancr
of the existinq  structures.

38. The assistance provided so far by the various international agencies  had
helped, on a day to day basis, to relieve the misery of thousands of children, old
people and the handicapped, and it was to be hoped that it would, in the future, be
euf f fcfent to cover increasingly pressing needs.

39. The pecple and Government of Lebanon welcomed the relief efforts of the United
Nations as a sign of the international community’s concern for a country which
would otherwise have felt abandoned to its fate.

40. He thanked the Secretary-General for sending a mission, led by
Mr. Hans Einhaus, Director and Deputy Co-ordinator of UNDRO, to Lebanon at the
beginning of October 1987, to assess emergency needs for the caning period.

41. As in previous years, his delegation would be submitting a draft resnlution  on
assistance to Lebanon. It hoped that a new co-ordinator of assistance would be
appointed shortly, in view of the urgent need for economic assistance, the relative
improvement in security conditions in Beirut and the availability of lolal bodies
to receive and distribute internat  ions1 assistance. He enphasized the crucial
importance of the presence in Beirut of a senior United Nations representative to
assess needs and co-ordinate relief.

42. Mr. MARK (Denmark), speaking on behalf of the member States of the European
Community, said that the Twelve shared the hope expressed by the Chairman that at
the current session requests for special economic asslstsnce  would, an far as
possible, be dealt with in a single resolution; that would help rationalize  the
Comnittee’s work in that field.

43. The delegations of tt ’ Twelve had pointed ‘out on several occasions that
epecial assistance progrnrrmes, initially conceived as short-term measures, had
tended to take on a semi-permanent character. In addition, they had often been
inadequately integrated with long-term development efforts and had sometimes
overlapped with the regular progranes of the United Natiopd system. The Twelve
therefore welcuned G,aneral  Assembly resolution 41/192 which, among other things,
called for the ratiollalization  of programmes and a reduction in their number, their
limitation to countries genuinely in need of assistance and not covered by other
pro9ramnes, periodic rcviewn to determine the need for continued assistance and
better integration of such assistance with other forms of development aid. The
Twelve particularly welcomed the Secretary-General’s decision to transfer
responsibility for administering those programmes to UNDP, except in politically
sensitive cases where other arrangements might be appropriate. They hoped that
that would provide for a better integration of such assistance with long-term
development efforts, particularly through the round-table process.

/ . . .
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44. The Twelve were pleased to note that 14 of the 18 countries where special
aesintance  programs had been initiated were least developed countries, but were
concerned that roughly half the programes  had been started before 1981 and some
even as far back-‘16 1976.

45. Regarding the report on special assistance to front-line States and other
bordering Statem,  the Twelve would have liked to see a more specific account of the
initlativer  taken by the Secretary-General to ensure follow-up action on the
resolution. The Twelve had already provided considerable support, both
collectively and individually, ta the front-line States, aimed at lessening their
econanic dependence on South Africa , notably through the Southern .AfriCan
Development Ceord inat ion Conference (SADCC) .

46. Mr. WALTER (Czechoslovakia) said that his country tried to aaaiat  developing
countries and national liberation movements by providing humanitarian aid,
particularly in case8 of disaster. Such aid was given only when requested and was
never used to interfere in the internal affairs of other States.

47. In 1987, Czechoslovakia had assisted Viet Nam, Mozambique, Yemen, China,
Nicaragua, Ecuador and other States , and also PLO, ANC and SWAPO. It had published
information on ita asaiatance to Africa on the occasion of the thirteenth Special
serrsion  of the GeneralAs8embly  on the critical economic situation in Africa.
During a recent visit to his country by the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the
front-line States, Czechoslovakia had reaffirmed its readiness to help developing
countries and regional liberation movements in their struggle against the apartheid
rdgime  and the occupation of Namit .

40. Czechoslovakia provided its assistance thiough two channels: government
chnnnels and non-governmental organisations , the latter including the Central
Council of Trade Unions, which was a member of the World Federation of Trade
Unions, the Union of Czechoslovak Youth Organisations , the Union of Czechoslovak
Woman and the Czechoslovak Committee of the Wed Croes.

49. Apart from emergency assistance, Czechoslovakia attached particular importance
to its regular economic aid to develop ‘ng countries to help create favourable
conditions for overcaning emergencies more easily. The aid provided by
Czechoslovakia in 1986 was deecribed  in document A/42/603.

50. Czechoslovakia appreciated the activities of UNDRO,  although it believed that
greater attention should be paid to fulfilling all a’epecte  of its mandate, aa set
forth in General Assembly resolution 2816 (XXVI). It was also important for other
organizaticns  to co-operate with UNDRO and for all available information on relief
activities to be disseminated in order to give a fuller idea of the Offic~‘s work.
In that respect, Czechoslovakia regretted that the lack of information nn the
asllistance  provided by the socialist countries in that sphere provided ertile
ground for the m&\nipulation  of statistics by forces interested in pre,:enting a
distorted picture, of reality.
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51. ---Mr. BASTIAN  (German Democratic Republic) said that the Office of the United
Naticns Disaster Reliei  Co-ordinator (UNDRO) had demonstrated its ability to
respond promptly and effectively to disaster situations. He therefore regretted
that the UNDRO report called for in General Assrwbly reso ution 41/201 had not been
submitted to the Committee in time.

52. The German Demxzratic Republic firmly rupported  the peoples of Africa, Asia
and Latin America in their struggle for social and economic progress and against
cOlonialism,  ncc-colonialism, racism and political and economic blackmail. In 1986
and 1987, It had participated in emergency relief operations for Afghanistan,
Angola, Arqcntina,  Benin, Bolivia, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, China, Colombia,
Ecuador, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Ghana, Greece, Kampuchea, Lao People’s Democratic
Republic, Madagascar, Mali, Mexico, Mozambique, NicaKagua,  Peru, Sao Tome and
Principe, Sierra Leone, Uganda, United Republic of Tanzania, Vanuatu, Viet Nam and
Yemen. Relief aid had included medicines, equipment and food. In the first half
of 1987 alone, it had dispatched 26 aid consignments. It had also provided
extensive assistance to PLO, ANC and SWAPO, in accordance with the relevant United
Nations decisions.

53. The emergency situations facing many countries could not be remedied by
providing aid on an ad hoc basis, however. Firm action was needed to eliminate the
actual causes of such situations, which were rooted in the colonial past and
aggravated by neo-colonialism. That long-term action should aim to enable the
countries concerned to respond to emergency situations through their own efforts.
His country endeavoured to help developing countries by expanding its economic,
scientific and technical co-operation. Document A/42/359 contained detailed
information on the volume and type of assistance provided by the German Democratic
Republic in 1986.

54. Any assistance, whether bilateral ox mult.ilateral,  could be effective only if
it was provided in strict observance of the sovereignty of States affected by
emergent y 31 tuat ions. His delegation noted with concern that certain States were
attempting increasingly to use relief measures  as, a means of exerting political
pressure on others.

55. His country had co-sponsored General Assembly resolutions 41/197  (Assistance
to Mozambique) and 41/199 (Special assistance to front-line States). It had always
provided assistance to Mozambique , which faced constant threats of external
aggression. Between 1981 and 1986, its donations and cost-free deliveries t0
Mozambique had totalled 242.2 million marks. Its assistance had continued in 1987
and, in addition to its pledged aid of 30.1 million marks, his country had made
available to Mozambique relief goods worth 5.7 million marks, part of which had
arrived the previous week.

56. There could be no serious discu Tion of how to overcome the critical situation
in the African front-line States without denouncing the racist Pretoria r6qime.
That regime  represented a mjor obstacle to the development of many African
countries and, ultimately, threatened world peace. According to the UNICEF
publication Children on the Front Line, the damage inflicted from 1980 to 1986 on
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the States of southern Africa by the racist r8gime’s aggressive and destnbilizing
policies totalled $25 billion to $30 billion.

57. Lastly, the German Democratic Republic would continuu  to extend solidarity and
assistance to all countries affected by disasters and emergency SitUStiOnS.

58. Mr. FIELD (United Kingdom) recalled that at its previous eeseion the General
Assembly had adopted resolution 41/199 urging the international community to
provide assistance to the front-line States Jnd other bordering States so that they
could withstand effects of econanic measures taken by South hfrica. His Government
wa:I determined to assist in alleviating the problems of those countries, thereby
pranoting their peaceful and prosperous development. To :L+. end, it offered help,
in particular, in the vital. areas of transport and human  resources development.
The United Kingdom had been supporting the Southern African DeVelOpment
Co-ordination Conference (SADCC) since its inauguration in 19807 it had provided
bilateral  aid totalling $1.3 billion and multilateral aid totalling Over
$1.6 billion in the period 1980-1986. Such aid had covered, inter alla, rural
development  in Zimbabwe, manpower training in all SADCC countries, support fOK the
economic adjustment programne of the United Republic of Tanzania and assistance to
Mozambique in coping with its food emergency.

59. Recognizlng  the izportance of improved transport links for promoting the
economic independence of the front-line and other bordering States, the United
Kingdom had pledged $56 million for transport. projects undertaken under the
auspices of SADCC. Furthermore, in recognition of the key role played by human
resource6  development, over 1,300 people from countries in the region were
currently studying in the United Kingdom. His country had also made a substantial
contribution to ptogramnes  run by the European Community. For the period covered
by the Third Lazi Convention, 198611990, the United Kingdom’s contribution to the
SADCC countries would, when food aid was added, amount to sanr) r200 million.

60. Lastly, since the United Kingdom recognized that the countries of southern
Africa needed debt relief, the Chancellor of the Exchequer had proposed a
three-point plan for to the poorest sub-Sahat-m  countries under which xiSting
loans would be converted into grants, repayment and qrace period% would be extended
and interest rates reduced on official debt rescheduled by the Club of Paris. Ihe
United Kingdom had already written off the aid debt of six SADCC countries,
totalling $160 million. Lastly, he referred delegations to the Secretary-General’s
report (A/42/422) for details of the measures taken by his and other countries in
that field.

61. MK. BAI Xingji  (China) recalled the efforts made oy the international
community over the past year to help countries affected by natural disasters and
African front-line States reactivate and dsvelop their economies. Some countries
which had benefited from assistance programmes had worked to co-ordinate their
domestic policieg  in order to overcorns the shortcomings in their material,
institutional and technical infraetructuren which made them particularly
vulnerable. The countries of southern Africa had orqanized the Southern African
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Development Co-ordination Conference (SADCC) . The Conference of Heads of State 01’
Government of Non-Aligned Countries had decided to establish the Africa Fund to
support liberation movements in eouthern Africa and aaaist the front-line States in
their efforts to offset the damage inflicted on them by the South African racist
r&ime.

62. Aa indicated in document A/42/422, his Government had, to the extent possi.ble,
provided assistance to the front-line States, which were the victims of constant
acts of sab&age  and harasmnent by the racist South African rdgime, and other
countries in need of aeeiatance. The economic situation in those countries afi a
whole was still deteriorating , however, owing to an adverse. external environment,
declining conxnodity  pricea, international trade protectionism, the debt burden and
excessive population growth, factors aggravated in certain cases by natural
disasters.

63. The gap between rich and poor countries was increasing. If the internat  ional
community failed to adopt urgent and effective measures, there might be a
recurrence of the crisis which had affected the African continent several years
earlier. In a world characterized  by economic interdependence, the prosperity of
some could not be baaed on the impoverishment  of the majority. He hoped that the
developed countries would shoulder their responsibilities and provide more
assistance to developing countries.

64. Mr. AL1 (Democratic Yemen) expressed concern that the section on Damocratic
Yemen in document A/42/442 merely repeated what had been said the previous year.
Since the ir establishment, the special economic assistance progranrnes  had played a
fundamental role in accumulating resources and organizing  activities to cope with
the natural disasters suffered by many developing countries in the mid-1970s.

65. In recent years, the special economic assistance programmes had enhanced the
ef fectivecees of their operations, helping States affected by natural disasters to
meet their needs and reactivate their economies. To that end, it had been
necessary to restructure economic assistance programmes which were experiencing
difficulties and did not come within the purview of the United Nation bodies
usually responsible for implementing such programmes.

66. His country appreciated the rrqort  of the Secretary-General  of 23 April I.987
concerning the reform and renewal c, the United Nations, which provided for the
transfer of responsibility for special programme? to the United Nations Development
Programme  (UUDP) in the belief that such a measure would enhance their
implementation, creating a better understanding between donor and recipient
countries and increasing the ability of the latter to meet their own needs.

67. Democratic Yemen, which wa.o  one of the least developed colIntries  and was
affected by a scarcity  of financial resources and the weakness of its economic
structures, still needed special assistance in order to pursue its economic
recovery and development programes.

The meeting rose at 4.50 p.m.


